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Identity 
Other names: PEBP2b (polyomavirus enhancer 
binding protein b) 
HGNC (Hugo): CBFB 
Location: 16q22 
 
CBFB (16q22) - Courtesy Mariano Rocchi, Resources for 




CBFβ and CBFα association to bind on the DNA core site: 
Py-G-Py-G-G-T-Py. 
Description 
6 exons; 50 kb. 
Transcription 




2 alternative forms of 182 and 187 amino acids with the 
first 165 N-term identical amino acids and different C-




Cytoplasmic when not dimerized. 
Function 
CBF is a heterodimer comprising the subunit b (CBFb) 
and the subunit CBFa (3 CBFa genes are known, of 
which is CBFa2, also called AML1, involved in the 
well known t(8;21), t(12;21), and in other leukaemias); 
CBF binds to a core motif of the DNA (herein the 
name); CBFb by itself does not contain any known 
DNA binding motif or any transcriptional activation 
domain; CBFa binds to DNA; CBFb increases CBFa's 
affinity to DNA by 5 to 10 fold; CBF is a transcription 
factor which regulates the expression of myeloid anT-
cell specific genes such as: GM-CSF, M-CSFR, IL3, T- 
Cell receptors TCRA-D, TCRB and TCRG; CBF 
cooperate with various tissue specific factors to activ te 
these lineage-restricted transcriptions; homozygous 
knock down of either CBFb or CBFa results in 
embryonic lethality, showing that they are essential for 
fetal liver hematopoiesis. 
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Highly conserved through the species. 
Implicated in 
inv(16)(p13q22), t(16;16)(p13;q22), and 
del(16)(q22) in acute non lymphoblastic 
leukaemia (ANLL) or myelodysplastic 
syndromes (MDS) 
 --> CBFb - MYH11 
Disease 
Nearly pathognomonic of M4eo-ANLL: with 
eosinophilia; frequent CNS involvement. 
Prognosis 
High CR rate; better prognosis than most other ANLL. 
Cytogenetics 
The 3 chromosome anomalies are variants of each 
other. 
Hybrid/Mutated gene 
5' CBFb - 3' MYH11. 
Abnormal protein 
The N-trem and most of CBFb is fused to the MYH11 
C-term with its multimerization domain. 
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